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Defects and particle motions in the nonuniform melting of a two-dimensional Coulomb cluster
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The defect excitation and nonuniform melting of a two-dimensional Coulomb cluster with 300 charged
particles ~interacting with 1/r type force! in a uniform neutralizing background are studied numerically.
Intrinsic defects exist around the outer circular shells surrounding the inner triangular lattice. They are the
source regions for anisotropic particle thermal vibrations and then cyclic hoppings with the increasing tem-
perature. It leads to the nonuniform melting associated with the thermal motion of intrinsic defects, and then
the thermal excitation of dislocation pairs and disclinations. The intrinsic defect free center core has the highest
melting temperature. It shows the sequential losses of translational and then orientational orders.
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The two-dimensional~2D! circular Coulomb cluster
~2DCCC! consisting of a small number of charged species
a circular symmetric confining potential is a nonlinear me
scopic system. The recent numerical simulations and exp
ments have demonstrated many interesting structural and
namic behaviors@1–10#. The generic packing sequenc
@2–5#, the formation of intrinsic defects~IDs! at zero tem-
perature@3–5#, and the eigenmodes for small amplitude c
lective excitations@6#, are the few examples. Nonuniform
melting with anisotropic excitations have also been obser
numerically by measuring the angular and radial mean
netic energies, for a few special cases with nonuniform ra
particle density distributions@2,4,10#. Nevertheless, the topo
logical behavior and its impact on particle motion and me
ing have been poorly understood.

Thermal defect~TD! mediated melting has been propos
for the infinite 2D triangular Wigner crystal@11#. For ex-
ample, in the well known Kosterlitz-Thouless-Halperi
Nelson-Young~KTHNY ! scenario for particles with shor
range interaction@12,13#, thermal excitations of free disloca
tions and then disclinations cause the continuous mel
with the sequential losses of the translational and then
bond-orientational orders. The defect density reflects the
grees of spatial disorder@11,13#. For the system with 1/r
type long range force, the melting scenario is still an op
issue. The recent example of a 2D system, with partic
sitting on a sphere surface and interacting with 1/r type re-
pulsive force, demonstrated that the strain energy of its
trinsic disclinations can be reduced by TD screening. T
makes the crystalline state unstable at finite temperature@14#.
Obviously, IDs play important roles. Dynamically, the pa
ticle motion is strongly related to the local topological stru
ture. The particles around ID regions are less well int
locked than the undistorted lattice regions. Their therm
motions and TDs are easier to be excited@14#.

The 2DCCC is the finiteN limit of the Wigner crystal,
with a large portion of particles nearby the boundary.
general, the 2DCCC with more than a few tens of partic
has an inner core with a triangular lattice, surrounded
outer circular shells~e.g., see Fig. 1! @2,4,5#. The lattice dis-
tortion causes the formation of IDs mainly in the outer
gion @5#. Comparing to the above spherical system, the fin
circular boundary further reduces the degrees of symm
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and constrains radial motions. It belongs to a different cl
of systems for testing the melting behavior. In this wo
using a model 2DCCC which has 300 particles with 1/r type
repulsive force as an example, we address defect excitat
and their relation with particle motions and nonunifor
melting through molecular dynamic~MD! simulation. It is
found that the circular boundary and IDs play important ro
not only on the outer circular shells and interface regions,
also on the ID-free inner core. The continuous losses of s
tial orders mediated by the thermal motions of IDs throu
particle vibrations, and enhanced by TD generations thro
the intermediate phase with vortexlike cyclic hoppings a
observed for the core melting.

The coupled Langevin-type equations described e
where are used in our MD simulation@5#. The equation of
motion of particlei (a direction! follows:

d2xa i

dt2
52

]Vi

]xa i
2g

dxa i

dt
1h~xa i ,t !,

where the potentialVi of particle i at radial distancer i con-
sists of the radial confining potentialVc(r i) and the sum of

FIG. 1. Cumulated radial distribution of particle numberN(r ),
and the cumulated radial density distribution of defect,ND1,2(r ),
for the ground state configuration shown in the inset. The g
parabolic curve is the reference for a uniform particle density d
tribution. The squares and rectangles represent the11 and 21
defects, respectively.
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the mutual interaction potentialVi j (r i j ) from particlej at r i j

away.2g(dxa i /dt) corresponds to the linear viscous dam
ing to extract kinetic energy to the gas-type background.g is
fixed at 0.05 in the simulation.h is the spatially and tempo
rally d correlated Gaussian noise with zero mean and v
anceh0 to simulate background thermal agitations. All th
physical quantities are dimensionless. Onlyh0 is varied in
this simulation.h0

2/g is proportional to the effective tem
perature@13#.

We test the simple case withVi j 5 ln(1/r i j ) and Vi5r i
2

for a 2DCCC atN5300. It corresponds to the case with 30
infinite long parallel charged wires sitting in a frozen ne
traling background with uniform charge density@5#. Figure 1
shows the ground state configuration of the cluster. The
mulated particle density distributionN(r ) mainly falls on a
parabolic curve. It manifests the uniform coarse-grained p
ticle density distribution because the system tends to rea
low energy state with zero coarse-grained space charge@5#.
This provides a simple starting ground which avoids
complication by the nonuniform radial density distribution
in other forms of interaction and confining potentia
@5,6,10#.

The ground state cluster has an ID-free core surroun
by two outer circular shells with IDs. For an ordered tria
gular lattice, the particle inside or on the straight bound
along a lattice line should have six or four nearest neighb
respectively. The square~triangle! in Fig. 1 represents the
11 ~21! topological defect with one more~less! nearest
neighbor. IDs are located in the outer region to accommod
the lattice bending. The cluster has26 net topological
charges@5#. According to the radial ID density distribution a
h050, we roughly divide the system into three concent
regions each with 100 particles. Region I is the center def
free region. Region III is the outmost region with a high I
density. Region II is the transition region that has a triangu
lattice structure with a low ID density.

Figure 2~a! plots theh0 dependences of the averaged d
fect density^nD1,2,I ,II ,III & in regions I, II, and III, normal-
ized by the number of lattice sites. The11 and21 defect
densities have similar trends except region III is21 defect
rich for lattice bending by the circular boundary@5#. Unlike
the mild change of̂ nD1,2,III & aroundh050.06 and 0.10,
^nD1,2,II & and ^nD1,2,I& exhibit larger but still continuous
transitions aroundh050.08 and 0.11, respectively. The tra
sition of ^nD1,2,II & is earlier and less steep than^ND1,2,I&.
Namely, the system exhibits radial dependent melting. F
ure 2~b! shows the averaged defect density distributio
^nD2(r ,u)& over 2000tc , wheretc is the radial oscillation
period of the center of mass of the cluster in the confin
well ~one computing unit5 1/125 tc). Increasingh0 causes
the earlier azimuthal dominated spread of defects from
localized ID sites and then the radially inward spread
reach a nearly uniform distribution in the liquid state.

Figures 3 and 4 also show the snapshots of the typ
defect configurations and the long term particle trajecto
at differenth0. At low h0, the ID free inner domain has
hexagonal shaped boundary~the gray area in Fig. 3!, in
which particles exhibit isotropic vibrations. In contrast,
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the outer circular shells, particles exhibit larger amplitu
inter- and intrashell motions associated with the thermal m
tions of IDs. As h0 increases, vortexlike cyclic hopping
start around the outer region and then invade to the ce
part. It generates many TDs and melts the cluster.

The above phenomena can be understood from ID lo
tions and orientations, which are consequences of the s
metry breaking by fitting the hexagonal shaped inner dom

FIG. 2. ~a! Averaged number density of21 defects in regions I,
II, and III vs h0. The inset shows the corresponding11 defect
number density.~b! The spatial distribution of the averaged defe
density^nD2(u,r )& at a few differenth0.

FIG. 3. Typical snapshots indicating the thermal motions of I
associated with the anisotropic particle motion in the outer regi
at low h0 ~5 0.05!. The temporal evolutions of defect densities
regions II and III are shown in the lower right corner. IDs mo
along their Burgers vectors~normal to the11,21 bounds! as indi-
cated by the arrows. The type-E IDs move azimuthally~e.g., the
ones around the 6, 8, 10, and 12 o’clock positions! between their
type-C neighbors. The type-C IDs around the six corners of th
inner gray hexagon can occasionally move radially~e.g., around the
1, 5, and 9 o’clock positions!. TDs with paired dislocations are als
occasionally generated.
1-2
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FIG. 4. Typical snapshots of defects configuration and particle trajectories around and after the melting of regions II and I
dislocations, free dislocations, and free disclinations gradually appear in region I. The spatial and temporal scales of cyclic hopp
gradually decrease.~c! also shows the temporal fluctuations ofnD2,I andnD2,II .
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into the circular outer shells. At lowh0 (,0.08), the azi-
muthal spread of̂ nD2(r ,Q)& is mainly from the thermal
motions of IDs. According to the defect theory, the exci
tion energies are low both for the shear-type particle rela
motions and the associated dislocation motion along its B
gers vector normal to the1,2 bond ~as marked by the ar
rows in Fig. 3! @15,16#. For example, the type-E IDs with
1,2 defects outside the straight edges of the inner hexa
nal domain~e.g., the defects around the 6, 8, 10, and
o’clock positions! exhibit azimuthal thermal motion assoc
ated with intershell particle azimuthal vibration betwe
their neighboring type-C IDs. The motions are sometime
accompanied by the sudden generation of paired dislo
tions. The type-C ID clusters are around the six corners
the inner hexagonal domain, in the form of212 or
21212 defect chains. Their radially oriented Burge
vectors pin their azimuthal motions.

The six corners are the source regions for particle ra
motions and the inward invasion of disorder. Some IDs
the type-C clusters~e.g., around the 1, 5, and 9 o’clock po
sitions! can dissociate and radially move into and out
region II associated with the radial particle vibration arou
them. Increasingh0 further induces occasional radial partic
hoppings around them. It consequently generates cyclic h
pings, particle azimuthal motions, and TDs in the entire ou
region. It leads to thênD1,2,II & transition afterh0>0.08
@Fig. 2~a!#. The particles in region I also exhibit larger am
plitude vibration and the occasional generation of paired
location defects@Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!#.

For the melting transition of region I aroundh050.11,
cyclic hoppings further extend to region I@Fig. 4~c!#. The
type-C corners are still the weak areas for radial hoppin
The excitations and reorganizations of hopping vortices
various scales induce generations and annihilations of
and paired dislocations@16#. It causes the fast increase
^nD,1,2,I& @Fig. 2~a!#, and induces the large fluctuations
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nD2I andnD2II over various temporal scales@Fig. 4~c!#. The
temporal evolutions ofnD2I and nD2II are partially posi-
tively correlated in the window of 0.09,h0,0.12, espe-
cially for the low frequency part due to the large scale v
tices covering regions I and II. The right part of Fig. 4~c!
shows that region I can temporally return to the low def
density state. At largerh0 ~e.g.,h0>0.12), free-disclinations
and more free-dislocations appear in region I, associa
with the irregular generation of hopping vortices wi
smaller scales@Fig. 4~d!#. The lattice lines are seriously dis
torted. The system enters the disordered liquid state@Figs.
4~d! and 4~e!#.

To characterize the translational and orientational ord
of region I which is ID free, we further measure the trans
tion pair correlation functiong(r ) and the bond-orientationa
function g6(r )5^c6(0)!c6(r )&, respectively~Fig. 5! @11#.
c6(r )51/Ni( i exp(i6ui), u i is the angle of the vector from
the particle atr to its i th nearest neighbor, andNi is the

FIG. 5. Correlation functionsg(r ) and g6(r ) of region I at
different h0. The system shows an earlier loss of the translatio
order.g6(r ) still has long correlation length ath050.11.
1-3
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number of the nearest neighbors. Regardless of the ea
gradual loss of the translational order, the orientational or
has long correlation length forh0 up to 0.11. The lattice
lines remain quite straight with some free dislocations
addition to the paired dislocations for the transition state
h050.11. The spatial scaling exponent ofu^c6&u2 at h0
50.11 is 0.26. Afterh050.11, the orientation order is los
accompanied by the fast rise of^nD1,2,I&. Note that the
decrease ofu^c6&u2 with increasingh0 follows the same type
of transition as the increase of^nD1,2,I& ~not shown!. The
sequential losses of the translational order and the bo
orientational order associated with the sequential appear
of paired dislocations, free dislocations, and free discli
tions are similar to the KTHNY scenario@12#. The easier
excitation of TDs extending from the ID regions might b
the reason to smooth out the sharp transition found in o
2D systems with 1/r repulsive force and finite periodi
boundary@17#.

The lack of large transition for region III is interesting.
might be due to the suppression of the radial degrees
freedom from the radial confinement and inner core. T
slight decrease of̂nD1,2,III & and the increase of^ND1,2,II &
while region II melts is due to rounding the corners of t
hexagonal domain as the type-C IDs move inwards. The in-
ner core induces a more isotropic outward pressure whe
loses the orientation order. It makes the outer region form
better circular shell structure with low radial hopping rate
v.
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high h0 @Figs. 4~d! and 4~e!#. Even the third outmost layer
which is piecewise straight at lowh0, has a better chance t
form a circular shell. It also causes a lower total defect d
sity than the core.

In conclusion, we study particle motions and melting fo
2DCCC from the views of TDs and IDs. The symmet
breaking by packing a triangular lattice in a circular boun
ary determines the location and orientation of IDs, and
turn particle collective motions. Particles around IDs a
more vulnerable to noise. At lowh0, IDs can thermally
move along their Burgers vectors, associated with the an
tropic thermal vibration of particles in the outer shells. Ash0

increases, regions II and I are sequentially melted thro
the gradual invasions of the larger amplitude vibration a
the vortexlike cyclic hopping initiated from the IDs aroun
the six corners of the hexagonal-shaped inner domain.
core enters the transition phase with the loss of the tran
tional order through the generation of paired and free dis
cations. It is then followed by the loss of its orientation
order through the appearance of free disclination defects
sociated with the chaotic small scale cyclic hopping p
cesses. The system finally reaches a liquid state with a m
uniform distribution of defects.

This research is supported by the National Science Co
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